SPECIAL ISSUE ON
MORTAR TECHNOLOGY

The Brazilian Journal Ambiente Construído will produce a Special Edition in English on Mortars Technology in 2018. This is another articulated action of the Journal with one of ANTAC's Working Groups, aiming to contribute to the improvement of the quality of congresses in the area.

It was agreed with the Coordination of the GT Argamassa (Mortar Working Group) and with the Organizing Committee of the event SBTA2017 (12th Brazilian Symposium on Mortars Technology) that the articles accepted for publication in this edition of the Journal may be presented at said event.

The articles should be related to the following topics, which should be indicated in the summary submission:

- Materials;
- Test methods;
- Rendering Systems Project;
- Execution of mortar-based systems;
- Sustentability
- Performance evaluation;
- Maintenance, rehabilitation and restoration of rendering.

All articles will be evaluated according to the usual procedures of the Journal by at least two reviewers chosen from the members of the Editorial Board or from the magazine's invited panel of evaluators, according to the following schedule:

(a) Submission of the article: up to **April, 17th, 2017**
(b) Evaluation by the Editorial Board: up to **July, 03, 2017**
(c) Presentation of the final version of the articles: up **September, 30th, 2017**
(e) Publication: **February, 28th, 2018**

Submission address:
[http://www.seer.ufrgs.br/index.php/ambienteconstruido/about/submissions - onlineSubmissions](http://www.seer.ufrgs.br/index.php/ambienteconstruido/about/submissions - onlineSubmissions)
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